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Abstract: 

Agricultural Land Use Efficiency of Latur and Nilanga Taluka for the Regional Planning 

Introduction: 

Today fnding valuable land for agricultral is major challenge but with the help of agricultural lond tse ejictency level it is very easy. Other side inproving the land use effliciency is chief goal of every government To increase producrion and productivi of region. Agricultral land use efficiency play major role in gricultural development and management. In this study an attempt has been made to find out circle wise Agricuhwral use efficiency. In this study Jasbir Singh's Method of Land Use Eficiency is tused to measwe the land use efficiency. Latur and Nilanga Taluka of Marathwada region ore chosen as study area The regional vatatons in spatial pattern of land use efficiency arc examined from 1993-96 to 2010-2013.The emphasis is on hightighting the basis of agriculture which influences agricultural efficiency. Agricultural efficiency is the levels etisting performance of unit at land which diferentiate from one area to another. This study also heips for agricultural planning for sustainable development of this area 
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Agricultural land use efficiency is indictors of land utilization for agriculture. Agricultural land use efficiency represents the degree of optimum, use and performance of cultivated as well as cultivable land. It is a dynamic but complex phenomenon. The efficiency of land use in a study region is determined by the interaction of physical, socio-economic and technological factors. A combination of natural and manmade factors makes land use efficiency a complex device. Agricultural land use efficiency is not new concept in the field of Geography. M. G. Kenall(1939) was the first to develop a measure for agriculture land use efficiency on the basis of output per, unit area and he devised the system of ranking coefficient method. Previously this method was applied in different countries of the world by L. D. Stamp (1960). In Indian region Shaft (1960), Sapre and-Deshpande (1964), Bhatia (1967), Gupta (1968) and M. AM (1912) geographers paid attention to the study of land use efficiency: Jasbir Singh (1972) explained intensity of cropping level with help of ratio between net sown area and cropped area here the total area cropped as a percentage of the net sown and it indicates the intensity. of cropping (Land use efficiency level). Study Region: 

Objectives: 

Study region is part of Latur district, Latur district is included ten tahsils. This study area consist current Latur tahsil and area of Nilanga tahsil before 23 June 1999. These are important, talisilj'ofjLatur district. Latur tahsil is divided into following five revenue circles. These are Kasarkhcda. Latur. Gategaon. Tandulja and Murud. Nilanga tahsil is dívided into following eight revenue circles. These are Nilanga, Shirur Anantpal, Hisamabad, Ambulga, Kssarshirshi, Kásar Balkunda, Madansuri and Aurad Shahajani. Latur tahsil is located in the north western part of Latur district. Nilanga tahsil is located in the southern pan of latur district. Study area North side is bounded by Renapur and Chakurtahsil. East side is bounded by Udgir and Deoni tahsil. South and West side is boünded by Ausa tahsil nd Osmanabad district. Study area lies between 17° 52' north to 18'32' north latitudes arid 76 122èast to 76° 41' east longitudes. The area of study is 2577.35sq.km. 
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The height of study region is in-between 510 to 700 meters from sea level. The main river is the Manjara flowing in the northern and eastern part of study area. Other important rivers are the Terna and Tawarja. Both rivers flow west to east direction through the study region. Study region is covered by deep black soil and medium black soil. The average normal rainfall of study region is 714 millimeters. There is lot of variation in temporal and spatial distribution of rainfall in study area. 

1) To find out circlewise land use efficiency in Latur 1993-96 to2010-2013. 2) To evaluate spatial and temporal change in land use efficiency. 
Methodology: 
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IndexofLanduseEficiency = 

This study is depended on past 20 Years data of agriculture. As per availability of data and its format Jasbir Singh's Index of intensity of cropping method is very useful hence here this method is applied to calculate level of agriculture land use efficiency. The land use efficiency is refer to the number of crops grown on the area in any agiculture year (Singh, 1976). The Index of Land use efficiency is calculated by using the 
following formula. 

GrossCroppedArea 
NetSownArea 
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The inde% of agicultural Land use efficiency has been decreAsed in Latur taluka ard increased in Nilanga taluka excepted Hlsmabad circle, Agrieultural land uss efficieney increase due to the decrease of non cultivable Jand in nilanga taluka, Overal the cropped area was 127121 hectares in 1993-96 and it was 101570 hectares in2010-13, The gros copped area has been increased 6116 hectares, iet sown area was 217%00 hectarcs in 1993.9% and it wAs 220682 hectases in 2010-13, During the period f twenty years the index of land use efficiency has been increAsed by only 1.23%, 
The highest ngricultural land use efficiency has been recorded in Kasar kheda (I72.50%) circle and the lowest index of agricultural land efficiency has been observed in Nilanga (54.98%) circle during the period 1993-96, During the period 2010-13 the lowest indez of land use efficiency was again recorded in Nilanga (66,97%) and the highest índex of land use efficiency has ben noticed in Kasashirshi circle 
The positive change in agricultural land use efficiency was observed in Nilanga (11.99%), Shirur Anatpal(22,33 %) Ambulpa (23.04%) ,Kasarshirshí (28.12 %) Kasrhalkunda (23.06%) Madansuri ( 35.58%) 

and Aursd shajani(23,31%) circles, The highestpositive change in the index of nyicultural land use efficiency 
has been recor ded in Nilanga (11.99%) circle during the period under study. 

The highest negative change in agricutural lard wse efficiency has been cbserved in 
Hisnabad(60,04%) circle and the lowest neyative change in index of ngricultural arnd use efficiency has 
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CCHdee of Medum Agrieulture Land ise Ftfeney (19 % n 14 ) 



Aayushi Mntenatlonal lnter disclplinay y Researeh jounat (A) been recorded In Murud (26,45%) circle during the period under study. The neyative change in agricutral lnnd elficiency was observed in Latur(46,06%,Kastkiveda (34,24 %). Murud(26.45%), Gateyaont35 23%). Tandulja(43.13) and Hismabad(69 04%) Due to utbanization, Physiography,soil types, nature of rainfali srd irigation land use efficiency has been changed in different circles in Latur 1ahsil. 
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